PRIMARY CARE
PRECEPTOR
DEVELOPMENT
MINI-FELLOWSHIP

Offering clinician educators a unique opportunity to learn from expert faculty at one of the nation’s leading academic medical centers

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

- Networking and sharing experiences with other clinician educators/preceptors
- Development of an Individualized Preceptor Education Development Plan
- Follow-up consultations on teaching/precepting skills and QI projects
- Continuing Education credit available to all participants

Primary Care Training and Enhancement (PCTE) Program

bit.ly/primary-care-training
ABOUT

Duke Health’s Primary Care Preceptor Development Mini-Fellowship, administered by the Duke Physician Assistant Program, aims to equip preceptors to become effective clinician educators who can develop and implement curricula and facilitate group Quality Improvement (QI) projects that will address the needs of vulnerable populations in North Carolina.

The 3-day program will engage preceptors in acquiring knowledge and skills in the areas of curriculum design and teaching, conducting QI projects, population health, cultural competence, and interprofessional teamwork. A special session on “Addressing the Opioids Epidemic” will also be offered.

2019 MINI-FELLOWSHIP DATES

March 8, 9 am-4 pm
April 12, 9 am-4 pm
May 31, 8:30 am-3 pm

Location: JB Duke Hotel
230 Science Drive, Durham, NC 27708
www.jbdukehotel.com

HOW TO APPLY


QUESTIONS?

Contact Laresia Farrington
laresia.farrington@duke.edu, (919) 668-4702